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6ffi Use the graph below to answer the questions that follow.
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tTN 5. In fanuary how many more rejected stickers than good stickers
were produced?

a. 4,000
b. 3,000
c. 2,000

Itl{ e. How many good stickers were produced in all during the first
quarter of 1999?

a. 17,000

b. 12,000

c. 5,000

? Z. By what percent did the number of good stickers increase from
]anuary to February?

a. 3,000o/o

b. 300o/o

c. 1000/o

d. 50o/o

e. 5o/o
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To compare different types of information, a double line graph uses
more than one line. To prevent confusion, the lines are ofteridrawn
differently. A key is used to indicate the meanings of the different lines.

on some line graphs, the vertical axis line may appear to be broken
and some values skipped. This is done to omit valuei that are not
important and to save space. on Graph II, the values between 0 and
1.08 have been omitted.

GRAPH II

AVERAGE PRICE OF SELECTED FUELS
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Scanning Graph II
Fill in each blank as indicated.

1. On Graph II, the solid line represents ..- fuel.

2. The average prices of fuels are measured in
per 

--.

3. Graph II shows gasoline prices for _ years.



Reading Graph II
Decide whether each statement is true or false and circle your answer.

4. In 1991 unleaded regular fuel cost an average of $1.32 per gallon.

5. The price of unleaded regular fell $0.20 per gallon from l9g5to 1993.w
q 6' rn 7996, t0 gallons of unreaded premium would have cost $14.10. Tiue False

Comprehension Questions
Answer each question by choosing the best multiple-choice response.

7' According to the graph, the highest priced fuel has consistently

a. leaded regular
b. unleadedregular
c. unleaded premium
d. imported
e. premium

8. Between 1990 and 1993, the prices of both fuels

a. stayed the same
b. rose steadily
c. doubled
d. decreased
e. were cut by half

9. Between _ , the price of unleaded regular increased
dramatically.

a- t994andt997
b. 1992 andt995
c. 1985 and 1992
d- t994andt996
e. 1993 andt995

l[ The following statement is true according to Graph II:

1 Fuel prices will continue to rise throughout the r990,s.b. Fuel prices will fall during the 1990,s.

: Fuel prices fluctuate depending upon supply and demand.d' Fuel prices fall most drastically"during.li'ctil";;;
€' Fuel prices have shown significant increases toward the end ofthe 1990t.
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Tiue False

Tlue False


